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This paper reports the experimental realization of efficiently sorting vector beams by polarization topological
charge (PTC). The PTC of a vector beam can be defined as the repetition number of polarization state change
along the azimuthal axis, while its sign stands for the rotating direction of the polarization. Here, a couple of
liquid crystal Pancharatnam–Berry optical elements (PBOEs) have been used to introduce conjugated spatial
phase modulations for two orthogonal circular polarization states. Applying these PBOEs in a 4-f optical system,
our experiments show the setup can work for PTC sorting with a separation efficiency of more than 58%. This
work provides an effective way to decode information from different PTCs, which may be interesting in many
fields, especially in optical communication. © 2018 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent decades, orbital angular momentum (OAM) of
optical vortex beams has drawn much attention. As one of
the promising applications of OAM, some research has shown
that OAM-based multiplexing and demultiplexing technolo-
gies can drastically enhance the capacity of optical communi-
cations systems due to the orthogonality of OAM eigenstates
[1,2]. So detecting optical vortex (OV) beams becomes critical
in spite of challenges. Since the first demonstration of the abil-
ity to sort OAM for a single photon by using a cascading series
of Mach–Zehnder interferometers [3], many efforts have been
devoted to decoding OAM information for developing vortex
optical communication [4–8]. A highly efficient design for
OAM sorting is noticeable. It can be implemented by optical
geometric conversion and optical phase correction to convert a
helical phase into a linear phase gradient [9,10]. Based on this
idea, Walsh [11] has theoretically improved the OAM sorting
system with Pancharatnam–Berry phase optical elements
(PBOEs) to simultaneously sort the OAM and spin angular
momentum (SAM) compositions of optical beams.

A vector beam is a beam with a space-dependent polariza-
tion distribution or a pure laser mode with an additional spatial

polarization modulation characterized by polarization topologi-
cal charge (PTC) [12–16]. Recently, vector beams have also
been deemed to be available for improving the capacity of op-
tical communication systems because the vector beam modes
with different PTCs are also orthogonal to each other [17–19].
In addition, the vector modes are the eigenmodes in an
optical fiber, which have the robustness of propagation in fiber
[20–22]. Nevertheless, so far, we have not found any reports on
experimental realization to efficiently sort vector light by PTC,
like the efficient OAM sorting system.

As we know, a vector beam with a PTC value of m can be
decomposed into two vortex components with two opposite
topological charge values �m, corresponding to two orthogo-
nal polarization states [17]. Apparently, if a vector beam passes
into an OAM sorting system, the beam will be split into two
spots due to their opposite topological charges, which means
the OAM sorting system [10,23] fails to sort vector beams
by PTC. Here we experimentally demonstrate an efficient sys-
tem to sort vector beams by PTC. In the setup, we use a pair of
PBOEs in a 4-f optical imaging system for optical geometric
transformation and optical phase correction. The PBOEs are
created from liquid crystals (LCs). Our setup can convert
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the two opposite OAM vortexes of one vector beam into the
same direction plane waves and guide them to the same loca-
tion representing the PTC of the incident vector beam, so it is
able to implement PTC sorting. Our experimental results verify
that the setup has a separation efficiency of more than 58%.

2. DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF LC-BASED PBOES

Here the vector beam mode is a mode with localized linear
polarization, and a vector beam mode with an integral PTC
of m can be expressed as [17,18]
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where φ0 represents the initial polarization angle, while φ is the
azimuthal angle in polar coordinates. Equation (1) means that a
vector beam with an integral PTC ofm can be decomposed into
two OAM vortexes that have two opposite topological charges
of m and −m corresponding to orthogonal polarization states:
the left-handed and right-handed circular polarizations (jLi and
jRi). If we have some optical phase elements to convert the
conjugated helical phases with jLi and jRi into same linear
phase gradient, we can realize PTC sorting. Interestingly, we
find the PBOE can work well for the conversion. PBOE is
essentially a piece of half-wave plate with spatially dependent
optical axis distribution α�x; y�. The Jones matrix can be writ-
ten as [24]
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For the incident fields with left- and right-handed circularly
polarized components EL and ER , they can be expressed with
the linear polarization components Ex and Ey by�
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Consequently, for an incident vortex beam with two circular
polarization components EL and ER , the output from the
PBOEs can be calculated by
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Accordingly, PBOE will introduce conjugated spatial phase
modulation 2α�x; y� and −2α�x; y� to EL and ER , while chang-
ing the polarization (for the jRi input the output is jLi). For
convenience of discussion, we use the initial polarization to
name the polarization component in the following discussion.

Due to the great optical anisotropy and the controllable
continuously variant optical axis distribution, we choose LC
to realize PBOE. LC is a birefringent material, and the refrac-
tive index difference will result in phase retardation [25].
Obviously, an LC can work as a half-wave plate by appropri-
ately choosing the refractive indices and the cell gap or applied
voltages of LCs.

Figure 1(a) shows the proposed PTC sorting device, a 4-f
imaging system with a pair of LC-based PBOEs as the optical
geometric transverter (OGT) and optical phase corrector
(OPC). We design the PBOEs so that the α�x; y� of Eq. (4)
becomes
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for OPC. Here, f is the focal length of the used lenses. The
positive parameters a and b in Eqs. (5) and (6) scale and trans-
late the transformed beam in the Fourier plane of the system.

As mentioned above, both the OGT and OPC were de-
signed based on LCs and manufactured by photo-alignment
technology [25,26]. A polarization-sensitive alignment agent,
together with a dynamic microlithography system, is used to
control the orientation of the optical axis of the LCs. Setting
the external voltage at 2.5 V can effectively realize our target
function at the wavelength of 632.8 nm (operating wavelength
of He–Ne laser). Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the space-variant
orientations of OGT and OPC. Each of the manufactured
PBOEs has its inserted loss of about 14%, which originates
mainly from their glass substrates, and thus can be improved
greatly with anti-reflection coating on the substrate surfaces.
The total transmittance of our system is about 70%.

The phase modulation by OGT for jLi, ψL � 2α1, is con-
jugated with that for jRi, ψR � −2α1. ψL is the same as the
phase profile of the transforming element for OAM sorting
[9]. Compared to ψL, ψR can be considered as the parameter
a is replaced by −a. Figure 2 numerically simulates the evolu-
tion of the spatial intensity distribution of an incident vector
beam with a PTC of m � 1 in our PTC sorting system. Here,
the red and green intensity distributions are used to represent
the spatial intensity of the jLi and jRi. The initial intensity
profile results from the mixture of a red donut and a green do-
nut, and thereby exhibits yellow. In order to present the map-
ping relationships during the transformation, we use red and
green rings with an arrow at the bottom of Fig. 2 to represent
the intensity distribution of the two OAM vortexes, while the
arrow direction represents the direction of the helical phase gra-
dient. After passing the OGT, the red ring and green ring break

Fig. 1. (a) PTC sorting setup, (b) the angle function α1�x; y� of
optical geometric transverter (OGT), and (c) α2�x; y� of optical phase
corrector (OPC).
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from below, having the geometric optical transformations, but
deformations are in the different processes due to the conju-
gated phase modulation. Finally, both rings are straightened
at the OPC plane. jLi and jRi spread symmetrically with regard
to the center horizontal line (white dotted line in Fig. 2), and
we can note that the directions of the two arrows are same.
It means that if the phase of jLi and jRi can be corrected
to plane waves as the OAM sorting system, the two opposite
OAM vortexes will transform into the same-direction plane
waves. If each straightened beam does not cross the center
horizontal line, then we can have a phase correction function
for jLi below the center horizontal line (the same phase cor-
rection function as in Ref. [9]; there is a factor of −1 due to
the polarization change by OGT), and phase correction func-
tion for jRi above the center horizontal line (compared with
the former, it can be considered as the parameter a is replaced
by −a). Then we can get the fast axis angles of OPC as Eq. (6).
It is noticeable that, in the right side of Eq. (6), juj is used
instead of the corresponding u in the phase correction function
in the OAM sorting system [9]. And the incident light radius is
required to be less than b so that the straightened beam will not
be across the center horizontal line. After going through the
OPC, the jLi and jRi will be phase corrected to be the plane
waves with an identical propagation direction. Eventually, after
the second lens, the jLi and jRi of the vector beam will overlap
entirely with each other on the image plane. Consequently, our
system can guide its incident vector beam onto the image plane
by PTC.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In our setup, the focal length of the lenses is chosen to be
1000 mm. The used light source is a continuous-wave
(CW) He–Ne laser operating at 632.8 nm with a beam radius
of 2 mm on the OGT. The parameters a and b are set at 1 mm
and 5 mm. The effective sizes of our PBOEs are limited to
12 mm × 9 mm for both the OGT and OPC. In order to
check the manufacture qualities of our PBOE for the OGT,
we have recorded the intensity profiles with an incident linearly
polarized beam (m � 0) by our charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera at a propagation distance z from the first lens to OPC:
z � 250, 750, and 1000 mm, as shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). For
comparison, we also present the corresponding numerical

simulations in Figs. 3(d)–3(f ). As our prediction, after going
through the OGT, the intensity profiles consist of two parts,
which correspond to two orthogonal polarization components.
The two parts deviate from each other and diffract in different
directions due to experiencing different geometric optical
transformations from the OGT. However, after the phase
modulation from the first lens, the two beam profiles become
straightened and distribute symmetrically along the vertical di-
rection at the OPC plane (z � 1000 mm) as discussed above.
From Fig. 3, we can see there exists good accordance between
simulations and experimental detections, and we think the
differences between the experimental records and theoretical
simulations originate mainly from the imperfect manufactures
of the LC PBOE, which can induce additional optical diffrac-
tion. Similar checks are also carried out for the OPC, which also
shows the experimental detections agree well with theoretical
simulations.

In our experiments, the incident vector beams with different
PTCs m�−2; −1; 1; 2� are obtained by using different q-plates
[27,28] with linearly polarized beams, each of which is also an
LCs-based plate with a matched electrical field. Figure 4(a)
presents an example intensity profile of an incident vector beam
with m � −2, and their horizontal and vertical polarization
components are separated by a Wollaston polarizer and re-
corded as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). When a vector beam
passes through our setup as shown in Fig. 1(a), it is finally fo-
cused into one spot at the image plane. By using different

Fig. 3. Intensity profiles at a distance from the first lens to OPC:
z � 250, 750, 1000 mm. (a)–(c) are experimental records by CCD
camera, while (d)–(f ) are simulation results.

Fig. 2. Simulation of the optical geometric transformation of vector
beams with m � 1. OGT is at z∕f � −1, the first lens is at z∕f � 0
and OPC is at z∕f � 1.

Fig. 4. (a) Intensity profile of incident vector beam with m � −2,
(b) the horizontal and (c) the vertical polarization components, and
the intensity distributions at image plane for the incident beam with
PTC values of (d) m � −2, −1, 0, 1, and 2, and (e) m � 0 and −2.
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q-plates, we have recorded different beam spots as shown in
Fig. 4(d), where the beam spots with different PTC values
of m � 2, 1, 0, −1, and −2, are well separated at the image
plane. Yellow, red, white, green, and violet correspond to
m � 2, 1, 0, −1, and −2, respectively. One can see that the
system can guide the beams by different PTCs to different
positions at the image plane. If the applied voltages are mis-
matched, for a linearly polarized incident beam, the output
from the q-plate will include a vector beam with a target PTC
of m and some residue of the incident with m � 0. Here we get
the incident beam consisting of two components with m � 0
and −2 by using a q-plate with its target m � −2 but operating
at a mismatched voltage. Consequently, there are two separated
elongated spots at the image plane as shown in Fig. 4(e).

Because our system sorts vector beams with PTC along the
y direction, we apply an integration to each recorded intensity
of the elongated spots in Fig. 4(d) along the x direction to ap-
praise the PTC sorting. Figure 5(a) exhibits the normalized
x-directional integral intensity distribution of the vector fields
I xi along the y direction with different PTC values, where Δy
is the distance between central positions of the spots with
adjacent topological charges, while y represents the transverse
spatial position. Figure 5(a) implies that some of the light in a
state leaks into its neighboring regions, i.e., some crosstalk
occurs between different states.

In order to assess the crosstalk, we calculate the separation
efficiency, which was defined by Mirhosseini et al. [29] but use
PTC instead of OAM to evaluate the probability of PTC sort-
ing. Figure 5(b) shows the total energy distribution detected
by the detector, where the ordinate value mDec stands for the
different detector and the abscissa m does for the polarization
topological charge. From our records, the calculated separation

efficiencies with m � −2, −1, 0, 1, and 2 were 62.6%, 61.7%,
62%, 60.2%, and 58%, respectively. The corresponding theo-
retical simulations are 78.8%, 79.4%, 76.8%, 79.4%, and
78.8%. Obviously, the simulation data are higher than our ex-
perimental results. We guess the degradation of the experimen-
tal data from the theoretical prediction may mainly result from
the imperfect manufactures of our PBOEs, which can lead to
imperfect optical phase transformation and phase correction.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Summarily, this paper realizes experimentally the efficient vec-
tor beams sorting by PTCs with a couple of liquid crystal
PBOEs in a 4-f optical system. The liquid crystal PBOEs have
been designed and manufactured to introduce conjugated spa-
tial phase modulations for two orthogonal circular polarization
states. These PBOEs help for conversion of the two opposite
helical phases of the two orthogonal polarization states into a
same linear phase gradient. And the two OAM vortexes of one
vector beam are focused on the same location representing the
PTC of the incident vector beam. According to our experi-
ments, the setup can work as a PTC sorting system with a sep-
aration efficiency more than 58%. The efficiencies are lower
than theoretical predictions. We think it shall mainly be from
the imperfect manufactures of our PBOEs, which can result in
imperfect optical transformation and phase correction. This
work provides an effective way to decode information from
different PTCs, which may be interesting in many fields,
e.g., in optical communication.
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